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I c 

SAFEGUARD BALLISTIC KiSSILI? DEFENSE SYSTEM 

As a part of a continuing evaluation of major weapon system acquisi- ., I. 

tions, the General Accounting Office has reviewed the Army's practices and 

procedures in the SAFEGUARD ballistic missile defense program for prepar- 

ing the Selected Acquisition Beport, testing and evaluating system cffec- 

tiveness, and measuring cost, schedule, and technical progress. 

SYSTEM DESCXPTION AKD STATUS 

The SAFEGUARD was originally planned to be a 12-site program. The ' 

system is comprised of (1) Spartan missiles for intercepts beyond the 

atmosphere, (2) Sprint missiles for intcrceyts wif3i.n the atmosphere, (3) 
, 

Perimeter Acquisition Radars for detecting and tracking targets, (4) Mis- 

sile Site Rz&rs fl;r tr eckiP< at closer rmgas and lxxhing end gu!dir.S . 
the two missiles, md (5) a Ballistic Er[issile Defense Center for opera- 

tional command and control utilizing 2 data processor subsystem by which 

man would control the system. 

On May 26, 1972, the President signed the Treaty on the Limitation 

of Anti-Ballistic Hissile Systems which received Senate ratification on 

August 3, 1972. The Treaty limits SA,FEGUARD deployment to two sites, 

places constraints on the configurations of the two sites, and limits the 

ttype of ballistic missile defense research and development progrxns which 

may be undertaken, Before the Treaty the approved SAFEGUARD procram hcd 

consisted of a Ballistic Missile DeFense Center at Colorado Sprin,-s, 

Colorado; deployment sites at Grand ?orks, North D,tiota, and Malmstrom, 

Montana; and adxanced preparation for sites at Whiteman, Missouri, and 

Warren, Wyoming. (See ch. 1) 



Coming events 

As a resu.X& of the Treaty, the Secretary ofDefense on May 26, 1972, 

directed that the following actions be immediately implemented in the 

. *' SAFEGUARD program: (1) initiate planning to cancel the 12-site program, 

(2) suspend cons4xuction of the Malmstrom site and begin planning for 

dismantling, (3) suspend all future work for the remaining sites, (4) con- 

tinue deploymen % of the Grand Forks site, and (5) initiate planning to 

deploy an anti-%&LListic missile defense of the National Command Authority 

at Washington, B.C. 

On July IQ, 1972, the Army Chief of Staff directed that a ballistic 

missile defense system design review be made of the SAFEGUARD and related 

development prsrams to include an analysis of design, development, pro- 

duction, logis%% support, construction, and related cost considerations. 

A separate s-lx&& was initiated at the direction of the Secretary of the 

d Arrw for the purpose of providing recomt@ndations in the areas of 

responsibilities, organizations, and procedures for managing the Army's 

ballistic miss5Ie defense programs. The total impact of the Treaty on 

the SAFEGUARD -gram will not be known until these studies are completed 

and approved. 

Following 9s a listing of miles-tone events related to the site at 

Grand Forks, Notih Dakota, where deployment is continuing. 



January 1903 Complete construction of the Missile 
Site Radar facility 

April 1973 .Initiate Perimeter Acquisition Radar 
and data processor interface tests 

June 1973 Initiate Perimeter Acquisition Radar 
engineering tests 

September 1973 Complete construction of the Ballistic 
Missile Defense Center facility 

October 19F74 Readiness date for the Perimeter 
Acquisition Radar and the Missile Site 

(See ch 3-1, 

cost 

Because oE the difficulties in making either a one-or a two-site 

estimate as of June 30, 1972, a Selected Acquisition deport was not prepared, 

but a short narrative status report-was issued which contained a brief 
. 

discussion on most, schedule, and technical performance of the acquisition. 

Cur examination therefore covered a litiited review of the March 31, 1972, 

Selected Acquim.ftion Report and available status data as of the Treaty 

date. 

As of May 26, 1972, the cost to acquire four SAFEGUMD sites was 

$7.973 billion ,which represented an increase of $1.789 billion from the 

$6.184 billion three-site estimate shovm in the June 30, 1971, Selected 

Acquisition Report.l The increase was attributed to $199 million for 

economic changes3 $417 million for schedule changes, $225 million for 

support changes, $856 million for quantity changes, $74 million for 

estimating chaages, and $18 million for engineering changes. 

QLS of l-%YxTS~Z 3t, 1072, t,he procr3m xquisition cost hnd 3een reduced 
to $5.516 5iEion , prinrsily due to ?.he reduction in deployment froa 
l’our sites :O axe. 
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Provision for inflation was incorporated into the program estimate 

based on computations made in accordance with instructions issued by the 

Department of the Army which provided for estimating inflation by using 

specified percentages by appropriation type. Current and projected 

economic cost growth as of May 26, 1972, totals $700 million. 

. In reviewing the basis for the $7.973 billion four-site estimate, 

we observed that (1) the inflation estimate for the production effort w;?s 

understated by about $24 million, (2) the Army estimate for production 

was about $125 million lower than estimate?!.by the production contractor, 

and (3) the contingency estimate for construction changes at the first , 

tactical site was about $50 million lower than the estimate provided by 

the construction contractor to support claizr;, which have not been ndjudi- * I 
cated or validated to date. 

As of June 30, 1972, a. total of &.*:~32,bil" lion had been appropriated 

for the SAF'EGUARD program of which $4.267 billion had been obligated and 

$3.277 billion expended. This status data covers the Research, Develop- 

ment, Test, and Evaluation (R, D, T & E); Procurement; snd Military Con- 

struction (KCA) appropriations. (See ch. 2) 

Contract data 

The SAFEGUARD system is being developed under two cost-plus-incentive- 

fee type contracts and one cost-plus-fixed-fee contract. For the two 

cost-plus-incentive-fee type contracts, there is no incentive on cost. 

The incentives are on schedule and performance. As of June 30, 1,772, thsz 

definitized value of the three development contracts totaled $1.457 

billion. 

-4- 



The principal production contract is a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract 

and is negotiated annually. As of June 30, 1972, the definitized value 

of the contract totaled $1.690 billion. The contract has been partially 

terminated as a result of theVTreaty limiting the deployment of Anti- 

Ballistic Missile Systems. There is no provision for economic escalation 

in either the production contract or the three development contracts. 

The construction contract for the first tactical site, where the 

SAFEGUARD is to be deployed, is an advertised fixed price contract, and 

its definitized value totaled $153.4 million as of June 30, 1972. The 

construction contract for the second tactical site is a negotiated fixed 

price contract with provisions for economic escalation. As of June 30, I-972, 

the definitized value of the contract totaled $161.8 million. The contract, 

however, is in the process of bein, 0 terminated because of the Treaty. 

For the eight contracts listed in the contractor cost section of 

the June 30, 1972, Selected Acquisition Report, there were a total of 

414 definitized changes and 443 undefinitized changes. The undefinitized 

changes were estimated to cost $46.9 million. 

Performance 

The Selected Acquisition Reports showed that the SAFEGUARD system 

performance requirements had not changed since June 30, 1971. The more 

significavlt performance requirements have not changed since the develop- 

ment estimate was prepared in March 1969. Required performance, however, 

has not been tested for certain system components, but the Selected 



Acquisition Reports show that performance tested to date has met design 

requirements. (See ch 2) 

Program milestones 

Significant schedule changes' occurred between the June 30, 1971, and 

March 31, 1.972, Selected Acquisition Reports for the second and third 

tactical sites. The Treaty, however, eliminated these sites from the pro- 

grm. The Treaty did not affect the October 1974 equipment readiness 

date for the one remaining tactical site at Grand Forks. (See ch 2) 

Relationship to other systems I 
A protot-e demonstration program is currently being conducted on 

a Site Defense system which is planned to be used for augmenting SAFEGUARD 

if the Soviet threat continues to grow. The program concept envisions 

the addition of smaller radars, modified Sprint interceptors, and com- 

mercial data processors. Advanced development of this program was 

initiated in fiscal year 1971, but it has not been designated as a major 

acquisition for Selected Acquisition Report purposes. Several advanced 

ballistic missile defense programs are also included in the Army's overall 

research and development effort. The SCIFEGUARD, Site Defense, and the 

advanced research programs are being considered in the system design review. 

Selected acquisition reporting 

Although not required by the Department of Defense instruction for 

preparation of the Selected Acquisition Report, the report, in our opinion, 

could be made more effective as a management tool and as a means for 

keeping the Congress informed if it (1) included estimated costs for xl1 
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items and services applicable to the SAFEGUARD system, (2) provided more 

information showing the actual time-phased progress of the acquisition 

in terms of cost, schedule, and technical performance, and (3) disclosed 

significant differences between &my and contractor estimates. 

As of May 26, 1972, estimated costs totaling $2.466 billion a-&i- 

cable to the SAFEGUARD system were not being reported in the Selected 
* 

Acquisition Reports. They include costs of warheads, test range support, 

family housing, training, and other support items. Current Department of 

Defense instructions do not require such cost to be included, Also, the 

Selected Acquisition Report does not provide the Congress with an assess- 

ment of program progress on a time-phased basis showing where the acquisi- 

tion stands in relation to where it was expectes>to stand for the same 

amount of time and resources e:qended, In addition, the Selected 

Acquisition Report did not identify about $r’75 million in differences 

between Army and contractor estimates for production and construction 

which may indicate that future program cost could increase. 

TEST AND ZVALUATIOlY l?RCKXAM 

The SAFEGUJB test and evaluation program includes the essential 

elements of engineering, acceptance, and operational suitability testing, 

but the effectiveness of the program has been -aired to some extent 

because the SMLZGUARD system is being developed, produced, and deployed 

concurrently which is a departure from the more desirable @sod aC?'1-isiticn 

process. To a great extent, however, this situation was dictated by the 

operational readiness dates required to meet the developing threat. W%en 
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engineering testing is not completed before large-scale production com- 

mitments are made, necessary design changes discovered by testing must 

be incorporated into production hardware, and the risks of costly 
. . 

modifications after deployment are increased. 

The effectiveness of the SAFEGUARD test program has been impaired 

to some extent because of the complexity of the system and the major 

test limitations and constraints such as the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and 

the infinite number of possible attack conditions. These limitations, 

however, are recognized in the test plans, and computerized simulations 

are being used to obtain data that cannot be obtained through live tests. 

Consequently, SAFEGUARD system effectiveness Is being determined by a 

combination of Lest programs, computerized ~Zmula&Zs,'and engineering 

analyses. 

Despite the high degree of concurrency the test plans prepared con- 

tained many of the essentfal elements of good test planning and test 

results were being evaluated and reported to intermediate and higher 

levels of the SAFEGUARD organization in a timely manner. Most of the 

test reports were highly technidal in nature and did not specifically pro- 

vide a direct correlation between test and evaluation results and the 

performance/design specifications established for the system and its sub- 

systems. A periodic summay report which correlates the test and evalua- 

tion results to the performance/design specifications would, in o~rr opinion, 

improve overall visibility into the technical progress of the system and 

provide better assessments of such progress to decision makers within the 

Arpngr and Department of Defense. 
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The test and evaluation reports showed that there are several critical 

areas which, if not resolved, co~13.d. degrade system effectiveness, but 

none of these are considered critical enough by the Army to preclude deploy- 

ment of the system, These problems are knotin to SAFEGWRD management and 
_. . . 

efforts, including additional testing, are being directed toward corrective 

action. For the most part, the test and evaluation reports, including the 

annual assessment pursuant to the President's direction, indicate that 

technical achievements on the system are progressing satisfactorily. 

The SAFEGUARD program has already passed most of the key decision points 

encountered in a phased, acquisition process, but the Site Defense program * 

which was initiated in fiscal year 1971 affords the opportuhty of applying 

the basic concepts of this process and incoqorating +h? testing practices 

stipulated by recenb Department of DeYense directives. (See ch 3) 

PRoc;RRSS &IEA,SURR',~NT ..-_- 

Although a considerable amount of status data was being provided to 

the SAFEGUARD System Manager through various reporting media, these did 

not provide information that would disclose where the SAFEGUARD acquisition 

stood in relation to where it was expected to stand at a given point in 

time in terms of cost, schedule, and technical performance. The System 

Manager over the past several years has emphasized the need for establish- 

ing a management information system that would integrate cost, schedule, 

and technical performance data and provide him tsith an overall, periodic 

assessmeat of program progress. 

. . 

., ..__ .I * _ 



Implementing actions directed by the System Manager include the 

following: (1) development and use of a single project work breakdown 

structure, (2) establishment of cost, schedule, and technical performance 
. I. 

baselines, (3) implementation of contractor performance measurement 

criteria, and (4) development of a system for integrating these elements 

into a performance report covering the total program. 

These actions have progressed to the point where the program 

participants, except for the development contractor, are using the 

SAFEGUARD project summary work breakdown structure for management report- 

ing and control purposes. Cost, schedule, and technical performance base- 

lines are being prepared, controlled, and monitored according to the work 

breakdopm structure; and contractor performance measur&ent criteria have 

been applied to the internal management control systems of the prime pro- 

duction contractor and three of its four major subcontractors. 

Revised procedures were issued in July and August 1972 to strengthen 

the cost estimating function, and extensive use is being made of para- 

metric cost estimates to assist SAFEGUARD management in evaluating the 

validity and credibility of program estimates. Remaining actions to be 

completed involve primarily the integration of cost, schedule, and 

technical performance data and issuance of a periodic performance report 

containing an assessment of program progress. One crucial problem area 

which has not been resolved concerns the means to be used for intcCrating 

technical performance with cost and schedule data. 

- 10 - 



At two of the production contractor's facilities, we found that the 

information provided to the w generally depicted the progress of the 

work completed against that which was expected to be completed for the 

same amount of time and resources'expended. Although the systems did not 

provide for the routine reporting of technical progress, technical problems 

which impact cost or schedule are reflected in the reports and are assessed 

on an exception basis. 

We also found that the contract work breakdown structure was properly 

integrated with the contractor's internal management control system. The 

integrated system was structured to define tasks to be performed; provided 

for assignment of organizational responsibility at each level of the work 

breakdopm structure; established time-phased cost :z,Lcd schedule baselines 

for authorized wcrk; provided for the-accumulation of actual costs by 

work packages and organizational elements; aLLowed for comparison of work 

accomplished with that planned; and provided controls over changes to cost 

and schedule baselines. 

The overall. progress measurement system being i@emented for the 

SAFEGUARD acqttisition.shotid, in our opinion, provide better visibility 

of program progress than has been available in the past. When cemplcted, 

however, the system will not provide in-depth visibility into the time- 
* phased progress of the SAFEGUA.RD acquisition primarily because the dcvelop- 

ment contract data cannot be completely integrated with the production and 

construction data. The effectiveness of the system wiil also be inrpaired 

unless a method for integrating technical performance with cost and schcdulc 

goals is established. 

- 11 - 



!Chif.c the Tro~ty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Nissile Systems 

has significantly r&Aced thz future SA~ZGUf14ZD effort, the progress meas- 

:rr?x?n t sys tt?m beiw: inplemenz?d for thz SAXX~YED acquisition can be 

used for thn Sits 3afcnce prokg%n in rn~an?gin,~ and controlling that; pro- 

<p-~m 3s ii pro,rcsses throlzgh the? phases of the acquisition process. (SC.2 

ch. 4) 

;,I?. t:,crs For Consid?r~tion 

The Treaty on the Limitation o? Anti-l?zllistic Xissile Systems, 

sicncd by the ?rnsid?nt on Wzy 26, 1?72, and retified by the Senate on 

August 3, 1072, has significantl, 7r altered the direction of the Army's 

ballistic missile defense grogr~a. The overall impact of the Treaty on 

the future of the ballistic missile defenz:p >rog;r?a has been reviwzd by 

th? .4riy * AFproyriz!ze recommendations hwe Seen made to, and arc being 

consluered by, the Clfic2 or' tiie Secrc-Lary 05 &Terse. . - The r::si?lLs of 

these reviews t~~izld ?X 0" interest to the Congress for consideration 

c2urir.g the 1774 cut.horization and appropriation hearings. 

The si.ginz or" the Treaty resulted in the cessation of work <z-t three 

sites pnd in sctvcrzl contract terminations. The Army's prclimin?r;r esti.- 

m?tc of tile FE:-. ~nonrecoverable) costs "or the equipment ,ond facilities 

no;; rcquir5l z'or n ow-sit? SA?XX?ZXl d.cplo;.?nent tot21s zp~roxiwtcly 

;T;ct9 million. I:c:,zT;er, this does not t;ql:o Into qccount the use i&ich nq:. 

be xzdr: 0:‘ residu:l tscili-!!ics, lmrrh-rrc z::d m?tcrirl. ?or exam~J.e, thy: 

.fi..rm;r h-s in:'or::::d ;z.~; 1,;:7$ Lh.2 Xir Force is ,-c:i:~cl.y considerin,; i?: ' '1s: 

0 ,- the i T-Y? r,is :.ro:n F2rlm:i.w 3cquisition R?d-r !~nrc?.vre. S:rch USC rrt>ltld 

rcd.ucn th:? cost of' ti.c 1osL el"f0r-t;. Yhc Can,yrcss m?y wish t.0 i:1qllir:t in- ?, 

the status oi' tll~z terminations, 



Heada-u2rtcrs level. YilP Army’s comxmts 2re incorporated, as egpro?rictc. 

As I”er ts we !mos+r thare are no residual diZ’erences in fact. 



CHAPTER 1 

- INTRODUCTION 

,&s a part of our continuing evaluation of major weapon system acqui- 

s itGL?ms ) the General Accounting Office has reviewed the practices and 

proce:&res used in the SAFEGUARD ballistic missile defense program for 

mcas2zrPng cost, schedule, and technical progress of the acquisition; testing 

and valuating the effectiveness of the software and hardware components 

of t&z52 system; and preparing the Selected Acquisition Report of March 31, 

1972, 

DES~TPTZON OF THE SYSTEM 

'The SAFECUW ballistic missile defense system is a large, complex 

assemkbly of men and hardware which must operate together in order to counter 

the t&reat for which it was designed. The basic hardware components are 

two radar subsystems, two missile subsystems, and a data processor subsystem. 

Operzztional command and control of the entire defense system will be 

acco-zzlished through a Ballistic Missile Defense Center. 

4ke of the radars, the Perimeter Acquisition Radar, will be used for 

early- detection of incoming warheads. The other radar, the Missile Site 

Radar, will be used to track warheads at closer ranges and to launch and 

guidk the two defensive missiles to intercept the incoming target. The 

Spar,@-zann missile will be used for intercepting enemy warheads above the 

atmosphere, and the Sprint missile will be used for closer range intercepts. 

The ZZata processing systems consist of both the computer hardware and the 

soft5zare programs necessary to operate the system. 

. I.!: - . . 
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The Department of Defense and Department of the Army have conducted 

for over 16 years an extensive &search, development, and test program 

to develop a ballistic missile defense capability. As early as 1962, 

Nikc-ieus missiles, predecessors of the present SAFEGUARD system missiles, 

were developed and tested for intercepting intercontinental missile warheads. 

In September 1967 the Secretary of Defense announced the decision to 

begin deployment of the SENTINEL system which was oriented primarily 

against a threat from Communist China. A 1969 study disclosed that the 

Chinese intercontinental ballistic missile program had slipped but that 

the Russian intercontinental ballistic missile propam'had not leveled off 

as expected and was becoming a dangerous threat. 

In view of the changing threat from the Soviet Union, the President 

made the decision in March 1969 to initiate deployment of a SAPEGUARD 

ballistic missile defense system which was substantially different in 

configuration and purpose from the previously approved SENTINEL system. 

The President announced that plans for expanding the deployment to a full 

12-site program would be determined based on a periodic analysis of the 

threat. 

The President established three primary defense objectives for the 

SAFEGUARD system: (1) protect our land-based retaliatory forces against 

a direct attack by the Soviet Union, (2) defend the American people 

against the kind of nuclear attack which Communist China is likely to be 

able to mount within the decade, and (3) protect against the possibility 

of accidental attack5 from any source. 

- 15 - 
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Prior to the si,;nin,< o? the Trcnty on the Zi3it;?tio;? of Anti-;?nllisi,i3 

of a B.Tllist;ic I:issiln L?nccr;C:Cc Uenker zt Color-F30 S?rinirJs, Colorm6o; de- 

As of Jme 30, I.(!:/:!, ? total of &.?32 billion had beer. provided in the 

AS 2 rccuLt 0: the T2'ez:y, the Secrctnq- or' Defense directed, OZI 

xay 25, 1372, that the Zollo-.i'LnZ xtixs be in?aedi%itely itqlenentcd in 5::~ . 

0) initiate nl.~~~k- [, to cancel the 12-site nrogrm, 

Tne Systm Xmr-ger is ~:iso responsible for condizcting a protoi.:\rpe 
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documenting actions fcr necessary a~provs.1 from higher authority, review-in< 

various pro;ra23 activities, and developing standardized procedures includic: 

a uniform and form21 planning process. 

SCOPE OF REYEW . .< 

Information on the SAFEGUARD program was obtained by revi.ew5n.g plans, 

reports, correspondence, and other records at the contractor plants, the 

system program office, intermediate and higner comnds of the Department 

of the Army and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. We also inter- 

viewed appropriate sgency officials. 

We evaluated mznagement policies and the procedures and controls 

related to the decisiorzaking process, but we did not make detailed 

analyses of audits of the basic data supporting program documents. 
t 

Further, we made no attempt to (1) assess the validity of the military 

- s.8 - 
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an1fysis 9? d-?Sipl, dctrelopaent , ~I'odUCtiOlz, lo@ticel s:-lpport , cons truc- 

tioz, n-l5 xl-ted cost considh:r:tions. ;,t i;:?e direction of the Secretory 

or” the E;r::<f, a separate stud.y YCS initisted for the purpose of prc,y,-IdinG 

recomend35 ions in the ere~s of resnonsibilities, orgenizations, Tnd 

procedures for rnxxzging the Army’s ballistic missile defense prot:r-‘2,s. 

Bec~~xc of the difficulties in makin either a one- or two-site 
. 

estimrte 2.s of’ Sune 33, 1072, the .rissistant Secreizry of Defense (Camp- 

and 

The 

but 

directed ihat 2 short nsrrct?: e stctus rmort be Dre?wed ir.s’.e?d. 
I... 

rqort. issu-d discussed cost, schedule, and technical per?ormqnce 

pointed oist that program xquisition costs -.jould not be e.vSi.Lr:ble 

un-t il coz~lF’:ion of the systen design review. Rowever, the Army’s pre- 



cZ.::;-t.r, renor:cd in the .',larch 31, 1’272, Selected Acquisition Report Qnd 

I--qilzble s:?tus d.ats us of the Treaty date. Our examination of this dat- I.. 

WY:: directed towqrd (1) determining the basis for significant ch?n.:;es since 

.I . 
‘X” ; 1w 1mro-“vmcnts grid contin:li.nc< shortfalls in the reporting system. 

Complete construction of Nissile Site Radar 
facility at first tactical site 

April 1073 Initiate Perimeter Acquisition Radar and data 
processor interface tests at first tactical site 

June 1973 
. 

Initiate Perimeter Accuisition Radar engineering 
tests at f+st tactical site 

Cozplcte construct-Len of the Eallistic ::lssile 
Ikfense C!enter facility 

OctoSer lf-?74 ?zrim?"ter Aca_uisi.tion Radar and :.Ii.ssi.le Site Radrr 
readiness date for the first tacticzl site 

c2st of $7.175 bill.ion for acquiring four SAIXU:%RD sites. As ot‘ ‘.T';r 25, 

L Q “7,7- , the four-sit, e estiz.k? had decreqszd to $7.973 billion n:ld consist,-. 

The cost increases of $1.78,7 bil3 ion v?s r?ttributr?blc to t.hc! "olln::i': '; 

-7... _ ’ _ -I.ors. 



Estimni-xd incrense 
(in millions) 

Economic chx~ges (inflstion) 

Sched~~le c!l?~~g;cs (Stretchout) 

Su;3port chznses _ ‘* 

Q~zntity chnn~;es (one additional site) 

Estimstir,g cb.ngcs 

Zrqineerins changes 

Total increase 

Fkonoaic ch?n;3s 

$1.) 7&l 

The increase or’ $I?3 million for economic changes consisted of $42 

million for dnwlogment, $78 million for producklun, ?>d $“> million for 

Total economic cost gro:.%h (includin,- projected inflation) rcnorted 



Tha incrc.q.se OF $?2j mil.lion for slqport changes comprised :>I?? 

million for added reliability DAnd on-site tests rind $6 million for 

comimxAty sqport. 
. >. 

Cuantity C!YPYT*S ,- 

The incrczse of $56 million for quantity changes was attributable 

primarily to the addition of the fourth tactical s4te to the program 

estim-tte, This increase consisted of (1) $753 mill:,on for design, con- 

struction, hardware, and rcnair parts for the fourth site; (2) $54 million 

for missile reliability end maintainability hardware; (3) $38 million for t 
advanced preparation plannin, 7 for a National Command Authority site; (14) 

$3 million for add%tional s>are parts for the first three sites; and (j) 

$3 million for miseelleneous design t'ild eng>leerLng support, 

The increase of $74 million for estimat'ing changes comprised 111 re- 

visions to previous estim-ltes. !I'wo primary changes were increases of ?$2 

million for revised construction estimates for the first three sites and 

@I. million for contingency costs applicable to the construction contract 

for th? first site. 
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.1 lion. Of the av?ilobln fundin;-;, 

:?+.26’( billion h-:d been obliLF;?ted ?::d $?.277 billion hnd been expended. 
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llior. less i;hw estimated by the contractor. Carp of 
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tested to C+.-Ie hss met design requirenents. A detailed dixcussion of the 
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CUAPTER3 -- 

TEST AND EVALUATION 

The SAFEGUARD test and'eva-luation program includes the essential 

elements of engineering, acceptance, and operational suitability testing, 

but the effectiveness of the program has been impaired to some extent 

because the SAFEGUARD system is being developed, produced, and deployed 

concurrently. Normal testing practices could not be followed in the 

SAFEGUARD program because of system complexity and test limitations such , 

as the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and the infinite number of possible 

attack conditions. However, system effectiveness is being determined 

By 2 combinat%x~ .??&~+.s.t programs, computerized~~$mulations, and 

engineering analyses. While the current test and evaluation results 

indicate successful technical progress, the reports do not provide a 

direct correlation between test 2nd ev'aluation results and the system 

:performance/design specifications. 

Il+iPORTAXE OF TEST AKD EVALUATIOTJ 
-IN ACQUIRING 'FiiOR Ft:EAPC% SYSTEM 

A phased, life-cycle acquisition process is prescribed by the 

Department of Defense for use in acquiring today's multibillion dollar 

weapon systems. The five separate phases of this sequential process are: 

(1) concept formulation, (2) validation and ratification, (3) full-scale 

development, (4) production, and (5) deployment. To minimize the risk 

of fielding an unsatisfactory weapon, certain prerequisites should be 

met before a weapon system is advanced to each succeeding phase of the 

cycle. 



Gompfete and valid test data are necessary for making sound decisions 

concerzning the suitability of advancing a weapon to the next phase in 

its L5ife cycle. It is through.tiest and evaluation that management is 

proti&?d with vital information about the workability, acceptability, 

and ti&ility of a major weapon system. This information must be made 

available to management at key points in the acquisition cycle in order 

for r%sk to be ascertained and minimized. 

'ED provide such information, test programs must, as a minimum, pro- 

vide for the (1) formulation of test objectives to satisfy the mission 

objeeMves of the weapon, (2) development of test plans to accomplish 

test objectives, (3) implementation of testing on the basis of test plans, 

(4) valuation of test results and preparation of test reports, and (5) 

utillxxtion of test results when making key management decisions. 

Since May 1970, the Department of Defense has increasingly emphasized 

test azad evaluation activities and has instituted a number of concepts 

to be followed in testing practices. The current emphasis is on the 

need %or more hardware proofing through the use of prototypes in the 

deve%apment of a system, the need for performing early testing and 

evaltzntion, and the determination of operational suitability prior to 

large+scale production commitments. Increased efforts are also being 

made x?o assess fechnical uncertainty and to control the progressive 

commitments of resources to programs. 

REYIm mTHOD 

mere are three basic categories of test and evaluation required 

during a weapon's life cycle: 



Engineering testing to physically demonstrate, before a system 
is accepted for production, that it will perform as intended. 

Acceptance testing to demonstrate that the state and quality of 
the weapon system fulfill legal and/or other spebial requirements 
agreed to by rhe supplier and the customer. 

Operational suitability testing to demonstrate that the weapon 
system, Che operating personnel, and the tactical operations can 
work together to accomplish an established combat mission. 

Each of these has a distinct place in the phased, life-cycle acquisition 

process. 

To reinforce and emphasize certain ideal concepts, we formulated a 

model (see appendix II) to depict the role of testing and evaluation in 

the acquisition cycle. Our model shows the-lacquisitkm phases, the 

critical decision points, testing criteria, responsible parties, and the 

three basic testing categories. The model was compared with the practices 

employed in the SAFEGUARD test and evaluation program for development 

of test plans, implementation of testing, and evaluation and timely 

reporting of test results. 

Because of the number of agencies involved and the magnitude of 

test plans required to implement the SAFEGUARD test and evaluation 

program, time did not permit a comprehensive review of all test planning 

functions or test plans. On a selective basis, however, we did examine 

some of the more important functions involved in this process and the 

resultant plans. 



TEST AND EVALUATION I'LETHODOLOGY 

System effectiveness is defined as the capability of a weapon to 

meet the threat for which it bias designed and is the goal toward which 

all testing and evaluation activities should be directed. 

Effectiveness of the SAFEGUARD system, however, cannot be determined 

by testing alone because of its complexity and the major constraints 

under which it is being tested. Consequently, assessment of system 

effectiveness is being accomplished through a combination of computerized 

simulations, engineering analyses, and actual tests. 

Computerized simulations are being conducted by the weapon system 

contractor and the SAFEGUARD System Evaluation Agency to< provide information 

to verify that the performance and design specifications are adequate, 

identify the important functions or parameters'which need careful testing, 

predict test results prior to testing J anid support engineering analyses. 

Simulation is the only realistic method available to exercise the total 

system and evaluate its design response short of a nuclear encounter. 

The weapon system contractor and the System Evaluation Agency have 

responsibility for conducting three major evaluation programs for assessing 

system effectiveness. The contractor's evaluation effort involves the 

use of simulation models to predict performance and includes comparisons of 

actual test data with simulated results to provide a continuous assessment 

of system performance and to define additional test requirements. 



The SAFEGUARD System Evaluation Agency is analyzing data from 

simulations and from the various test programs in order to provide the 

System PIanager with a continuing, -independent evaluation of the critical 

aspects of the system's development and deployment. This agency also is rc- 

sponsible for determining, on a continuing basis, the level of operational 

effectiveness of the SAFEGUARD deployment. 

SAFEGUARD test planning requires that all testing be directed toward 

the assessment of system effectiveness by using analysis and simulation 

to define the necessary test requirements and determine the adequacy 

of test results. The objective of the various tests to be conducted is 

to accumulate necessary data to: (1) determine if design values are 

actually achieved, (21 validate simulations, (3) reduce the uncertainty 

in the import&n: functions or parameters identified by analysis and 

simulation, and (4) determine the level of operational capability. 

TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM 

Control over the test and evaluation program is being maintained 

through a coordinated test plan which serves as the basis for preparation 

of the many supporting test plans required for the development, production, 

site activation, and operational phases of the system. 
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As the top level SAFEGUARD test document, the coordinated test plan 

identifies 60 separate test programs to be carried out, assigns test 

responsibility to the participating agencies, and provides planning 

guidance for conducting the programs. It also contains a succinct summary 

of program test objectives, items to be tested, operations to be performed, 

data to be gathered, and applicable test locations, equipment, and 

schedules. The agencies responsible for the programs are required to 

identify the test data requirements, prepare and coordinate the supporting 

test plans, conduct the testing, and evaluate and document the test 

results, 

In addition to having responsibility for system acquisition, the 

SAFEGUARD System Command is responsible for coordinating and monitoring 

the test and evaluation requirements contained in the coordinated test 

plan. Stanford Research Institute is under contract to assist in this 

effort by reviewing test requirements, plans, schedules, programs, results, 

and interfaces between test and simulation for the purpose of identifying 

and recommending corrective actions for test voids, data gaps, or test 

duplicaeions. Stanford Research Institute also makes a continuous review 

of the coordinated test plan to assure that test programs are being 

directed toward system effectiveness. 

Development of test plans 

In Order to separate important areas of testing and to-divide organi- 

zational responsibilities, the SAFEGUARD System Command categorized test 

programs according to test phase as follows: 



Development phase 
Development acceptance tests 

Production phase 
Product quality assurance tests 
Production verification tests 
Maintenance evaluation tests 

Site activation phase 
Technical verification tests 
Operational acceptance tests 

Operational phase 
Performance verification tests 
Service life evaluation tests 

The general objectives of the tests to be conducted under each category . 

are set out in appendix III. Not included in the above are test programs 

required to compkte SAFEGUM testing such as lethali.& and vulnerability 

and hardening which because of thei; special nature are being handled 

separately . Except for the operational phase, most of the supporting test 

plans have been prepared. 

On a selective basis we examined a number of second, third, and 

lower level test plans and observed that they generally contained the more 

important features of a test plan, including test objectives to be 

accomplished, time frame for their accomplishment, operations to be performed, 

testing constraints involved, test targets required, and data to be gathered. 

We also found that test plans for the early portion of the development 

phase required that testing, to the extent possible, be directed toward 

proving design/performance characteristics. 

c- . 
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confidence be achieved in the areas of quality, reliability, and main- 

tainability. The weapon system contractor required each of the major 

subcontractors to prepare and implement product assurance plans directed 

toward achieving this high level of confidence. 

In addition to the required product assurance program, the System 

Nanager directed that a special reliability plan be prepared and imple- 

mented on the Sprint and Spartan subsystems. The objectives of this 

special test program are to (1) verify that the Sprint and Spartan sub- 

system reliability is not significantly degraded during production and 

deployment, (2) verify that production hardware will perform its intended 

function for specified periods of time under prescribed environments, 

(3) identify and evaluate factors contributing to reliability degradation, 

and (4) determine corrective actions. 

The site activation and operatzional test phases of the system are s&e- 

duled to begin in 1973 and 1974, respectively. We verified that test 

plans had either been or were being prepared for these phases. The 

site activation phase test plans are directed toward determining whether 

the installed equipment: meets specifications, the user can operate the 

system in a deployed state, and the system performs satisfactorily for 

an extended period of tine. The operational phase test plans are directed 

toward determining the level of operational effectiveness. 

Except in a few areas, Stanford Research Institute reports showed 

that the test plans for the SAFEGUARD system were technically adequate. 

For those areas identified as being deficient, we found that additional 
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test plans were available covering the areas but had not been provided 

to Stanford Research Institute for review. SAFEGUARD System Command 
. . . 

officials told us that the plans would be furnished in the immediate 

future. 

Implementation of testing 

A complete determination of system effectiveness cannot be made by 

testing alone because of the following testing limitations and constraints: 

(1) the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty prevents generation of an actual nuclear 

environment for testing, (2) the infinite number of intercept conditions, 

if tested, would require excessive time and funds, (3) safety considera- 

tions and international relations preclude subjecting*the system to 

many stressing conditions, and (4) a-complete prototype SAPEGUAXD system 

will not be available for testing before deployment at the first tactical 

site. 

The subsystem integration tests currently being conducted at the 

Kwajalein Missile Range, for example, will not provide a true test of 

the total operation of the system for several reasons, including the 

following: (1) it is impractical to provide an actual threat which is 

commensurate with the designed threzt(2) the adequacy of intercept 

planning cannot be completely tested in a black-out free environment, 

(3) the test facility does not include the Perimeter Acquisition Radar, 

(4) an exact replica of the tactical software will probably never be 

tested at this facility, and (5) the expense associated with a single 

live test imposes a limit on the number and variety of tests which can 
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be conducted. Because of these constraints, the function of this test 

facility is not so much to conduct tests representative of tactical 

system operation as to validate the capability of the system to perform 

certain critical functions. 

In addition to these major testing constraints, there is a signifi- 

cant overlap (see appendix IV) in the test schedules for engineering, 

acceptance, and operational suitability testing because the SAFEGUARD 

system is being developed, produced, and deployed concurrently. This 

is a departure from the phased, life-cycle acquisition process, but the 

Department of the Army exempted the SAFEGUARD system from this process 

because of its size, complexity, and urgent deployment need. In request- 

ing the exemption, SAFEGUARD management advised that a great deal of 

concurrency was necessary in order to meet the initial operationaL 

capability dates. 

We observed, however, that controls were established to consider 

testing results before an item was released to production. Before each 

major assembly or subsystem was released, a critical design review was 

required to determine whether necessary testing had been conducted to 

indicate that an item would perform as specified. These reviews were 

attended by representatives from development, production, user, and 

evaluation organizations. When an item did not appear to meet specifica- 

tions, prc-release conditions were specified which the contractor was 

required to satisfy before production release was made. 



Decisions reached in the critical design reviews were documented 

in formal reports signed by the contractor and appropriate Government 
. I. 

personnel. Because of the Large number of individual reports issued, 

we examined only the finaL reports issued for the two missile subsystems, 

the two radar subsystems, and the command and control facility and found 

that these items were released to production with no major restrictions. 

Although engineering tests had not been completed, we were toLd that 

these reports represented a technical consensus that testing conducted 

indicated a reasonable expectation that the items would perform as 

required when produced and deployed. 

Evaluation and reportin& 
of test results 

Evaluation and reporting of SAYEGUAED test results involve a number 

of Government and contractor activities and many different reporting 
.- 

techniques. Each of the activities responsible for a test program is 

required to evaluate, document, and report test results. The ove ra 11 

SAFEGUARD test reporting objectives are to provide (1) the System Manager 

and participating agencies a reportFesenting the status and results of 

all the test programs, (2) the means for periodic review of test 

accomplishments versus test plans, and (3) the means for identifying 

and recording significant accomplishments and results in testing the 

system and its components. 

To accompLish these objectives, a consolidated quarterly test report, 

organized by the four SAFEGUARD testing phases and the applicable test 
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The results of the subsystem integration tests are also reported 

to the System FEanager by the SAFEGUARD System Evaluation Agency through 

(1) a contingency plan submitted 10 days before the test, (2) a lo-hour 

quick look report, (3) a 4%hour post mission report, (4) a L4-day post 

m-lssion report, and (5) a 45-day summary report. The purpose of the 

contingency planis to advise the SAFEGUARD organization of actions to 

be taken in the event that some or all of the test objectives are not 

achieved. The other reports contain information showing the specific 

test objectives, success in meeting the test objectives, assessment of 

any problem areas, and recommended changes, if warranted, to the test 

program or schedule. l 

In addition to evaluating and reporting the results of individual 

tests, the wespon system contractor also provides the SAFEGUARD System 

Command reports on its system evaluation program, including periodic 

analysis memoranda, monthly progress reports, and a comprehensive annual 

evaluation report. These documents include narrative assessments and 

data on simulation development, system performance evaluation, test 

requirements, and data analysis. The annual report contains an overall 

assessment of total SAFEGU,ARD system performance in meeting its defense 

objectives. The evaluation results are provided to the System Hanager 

through both reports and briefings. 

The SAFEGUARD System Evaluation Agency also provides the System 

Manager with single topic evaluation reports and quarterly evaluation 

reports which summarize the evaluation activity during the quarter. 

t . 



These reports provide information covering the adequacy of areas such 

as design, development, and.tesfing of hardware and software; system 

effectiveness; system maintainability and reliability; command and 

control functions; scheduling impacts; and system safety considerations. 

Also at monthly briefings, the System Evaluation Agency brings to the 

attention of the System Manager specific results of its evaluation 

efforts, including an identification of hardware or software items which 

would degrade the system during an engagement. One instance was observed ' 

in which the SAFEfXARD System Evaluation Agency identified a durability 

problem with the antenna cartridge of the Missile Site Radar and after 

the matter was brought to the attention of the System Manager, the weapon 

system contractor was directed to make additional tests which led to 

corrective design changes. 

The various Government and contractor test and evaluation reports 

provided assessments of technical accomplishments and highlighted 

problem areas requiring resolution to prevent degradation in system 

performance. We observed, however, that most of the reports were highly 

technical in nature and did not specifically provide a direct correlation 

between test and evaluation results and the performance/design spccifica- 

tions established for the system and its subsystems, We discussed this 

matter with SAFEGUARD System Command officials who stated that there 

was no single document which summarized demonstrated system performance 

data and compared it to the performance/design specifications. The 



officials stated that such a document was not nkeded for their use but 

could be useful for higher levels within the Army and Department of 

Defense. 
. 1. 

The tesr and evaluation reports showed that there are several critical 

areas which, if not resolved, could degrade system effectiveness, but 

none of these were considered critical enough by the Arq to preclude deployme: 

These problems are known to SAFEGUARD management and efforts, including 

additional testing, are being directed toward corrective action. For 

the most part, the test and evaluation reports, including the annual 

assessment pursuant to the President's direction, indicate that technical 

achievements on the system are progressing satisfactorily. 

- CmCLUS IONS AND RECONMENDATIOWS _c -..s--- -,..I_sy.-" -- --.- 

Although the SAFEGUARD test and evaluation program provides for 

the conduct of engineering, acceptan&; and operational suitability 

testing, the tests are being conducted on a concurrent: basis which has 

lessened the effectiveness of the test program. To a great extent, however, 

this situation was dictated by the operational readiness dates required 

to meet the developing threat. When engineering testing is not completed 

before large-scale production commitments are made, necessary desigu 

changes discovered by testing must be incorporated into production hard- 

ware, and the risks of costly modifications after deployment: are increased. 

The effectiveness of the SAFEGUARD test program has also been impaired 

to some extent because of the major testing limitations and constraints 

under which the system is being tested. These limitations, however, 



are recognized in the test plans, and computerized simulations are being 

used to obtain data that cannot be obtained through live tests. 

Despite the high degree of.concurrency in tests being performed 

during the development, production, and deployment phases of the SAFEGUARD 

system, the test plans prepared contained many of the essential elements 

of good test planning and test results were being evaluated and reported 

to intermediate and higher Levels of the SAFEGUARD organization in a 

timely manner. But because of the concurrency in system acquisition, 

the major limitations and constraints on conducting tests, and the heavy 

reliance upon simulations and engineering evaluations, we believe that 

a periodic summary report which correlates the test and evaluation 

results to the performance/design specifications would improve overall 

visibility into the technical progress of the system and provide better 

assessments of such progress to decision makers within the Army and 

Department of Defense. 

The SAFEGUARD program has already passed most of the key decision 

points in the phased, life-cycle acquisition process, but the Site Defense 

program initiated in fiscal year 1971 affords the opportunity to :\C?LY 

the basic concepts of this process and to incorporate testing I?rzctiCes 

stipulated by recent Department of Defense directives. To insure the 

most efficient and economical acquisitionfor the Site Defense program, 

we recommend that the System bnager take appropriate steps to assure 

that the basic concepts of the phased, Life-cycle process are followed in ‘ih:lt 

F,rosrarn and that aFpro$riate test and evaluation be completed prior to l:lro- 

scale production commitments. 

. ‘13 - 



We also suggest that consideration be given to the formulation of 

a periodic summary report which compares the test and evaluation results 

to the system and subsystem.periormance/design specifications for informing 

higher command levels of the progress being achieved toward meeting these 

specifications. 
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than was planned, proceeding in accordance with established schedules, 

WE= meeting its technical performance requirements. Conversely, when 

ikxtegr.ated cost, schedule, and technical performance data are reported 
. 

~.egularly on a summarized basis and compared to firm, time-phased goals 

Ear these elements, early warning signs of impending cost overruns, 

s&edule slippages o and performance degradations should be detected in 

szafficient time to initiate corrective action. 

Before discussing the results of our evaluation, it is necessary 

~3 briefly comment on the essential elements required to measure the 

p-ogress of a %:gji:y.,:Tez pun system acquisition and the’ revget! approach 

WE used to examine this subject. We first identified the elenlents that 

s&ould be contained in such a system and formulated a model (see eppen- 

d2.x V) depicting the continuous role Gal: progress measurement should 

kve during the acquisition life cycle. 

An effective progress measurement system should concain the following 

f&ree elements : 

-- a uniform method for defining, collecting, reporting, and 
correlating management data. 

-- a method for establishing firm, time-phased goals for each 
major eleinent of the acquisition. 

-- a technique for the continuous comparison of actual work 
accomplished with that planned. 

Because of the extensive amount of data generated in the dcvclopment 

mad production of a major weapon system, a uniform approach must be 

.- . 



used for collecting, reporting, and reviewing the data. use of work 

breakdown structures provide a sonsistent framework for defining and 

assignir~g work, establishing and maintaining a data base, and controlling 

and reporting progress. The work breakdown structure is a tool for 

subdivfding a total. weapon system into its component parts which can 

be displayed to show their rel.ationship to each other and to the 

total acquisition. 

If progress mexxrement is to be meaningful, it is 

important that realistic cost, schedule, and technical performance goals 

for the weapon be developed and agreed to by the Government and contractor 

activities j.nvolved, and that controls be designed to p3X!Vc?nt~dis~i~~inft~ 

changes to these goals. It is also important that these goals be divided 

en i! ossignea to oxh element o f the work breakdown structure. 

The continuous analysis of work actually accomplished versus that 

planned can provide early warning signs of impending problems in time 

for corrective actions. Major problems causing unfavorable variances 

may already be known to management, but a performance measurement system 

documents the cost impacts on a systematic, routine basis. It will 

also assist in identifying and tracing smaller variances to their source 

before a major cost impact results, 

The Department of Defense has taken a number of major Seas to 

improve various aspects of it s weapon system acquisition process includ- 



ing the control and reporting of program progress; use of a single, 

realistic work breakdown structure; and use of contractor program 

control systems. Department of Defense Instruction 7000r2, for example, 
I. 

was promulgated by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) on 

Decenber 22, 1967. It is intended to provide the criteria for contractor 

reporting of valid and up-to-date data for measuring progress against 

cost, schedule, and technical plans, 

The Secretary of the Army in an October 1969 memorandum to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense cited this instruction as an improvement 

in the control and reporting of program progress. By analyzing the 

monthly variances reported by the contractor, the Secretary stated that 

a project manager would be able to detect impending cost overruns at an 

earlier stage in their development- and in time to select among alternative 
* 

courses of action, 

!Xhe Army Materiel. Command is currently taking action to apply the 

same criteria prescribed for contractors to management control systems 

of subordinate commands performing substantial work on major weapons. 

The implementing instructions stated that it was reasonable and consis- 

tent to want assurance that the management of the Government portion 

of a project met the same standards that: were required of contractors. 

The above discussed criteria for a progress measurement system 

together with pertinent instructions issued by the Department of Defense 

were compared to the actual practices and procedures used by SAFFXXJARD 

management to assess program progress. Cur review objective was to 



determfne whether SAFEGUARD management methods included a technique 

for measuring progress of the acquisition so that at any point in time 

a determination could be made as to where the acquisition stood in , 
relation to where it was expected to stand for the same amount of time 

and resources expended. 

PROGRESS EEiiSURE>E?Sr SYSTEX FOR 
TIE SAFlXUANl ACQUISLTION 

The System Manager over the past several years has emphasized the 

need for establishing a management information system that would inte- 

grate cost, schedule, and technical performance data and provide him 

with an overall, periodic assessment of program progress. 

iImplementing actions directed.by the System Manager include: 

(1) development and use of a single project work breakdown structure, 

(2) establishment of cost, schedule, and technical performance baselines, 

(3) implementation of contractor performance measurement criteria, and 

(4) development of a system for integrating these elements into a perfor- 

mance report covering the total program. The current status of these 

actions and our evaluation follow. 

Development of a work 
breakdorm structure 

A revised work breakdown structure was developed (see appendix 

VI) because the one in use did not conform with prescribed Department 

of Defense directives and did not allow the necessary flexibility to 

gather and correlate data for the diverse segments of the SAFEGUARD 
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The technical performance requirements for the ShFEGUADD system 

and its major subsystems were prepared by the development activity, 

independently evaluated by the various program participants, and 

approved by the System Manager. The approved requirements are docu- 

mented in various technical plans and are structured in accordance 

with the project work breakdown structure. Changes to these requirements 

are controlled, coordinated, and approved through a configuration 

management program with final approval being made by the System Manager. 

mlementation of contractor per- 
f ormance measurement criteria 

The performance measurement criteria contained in Department of 

Defense Instruction 7000.2have been applied to management control systems 

of the prime production contractor and three of its four ;?:Gjor sub- . 

contractors. The fourth subcontractor was exempted because the estimated 

cost to implement the criteria was prohibitive as compared to the number 

of items to be delivered. The systems established by the contractors 

have either been approved or recommended for approval, and surveillance 

of the systems is bein g accomplished and reported monthly. 

The performance measurement data applicable to the production effort, 

including that reported by the subcontractors, is reviewed and ana lyzed 

by the prime contractor and reported to the SPJWJJAEUI System Command 

in consolidated monthly and quarterly reports. These reports contain 

progress measurement assessments of work package and contract line 

items in terms of cost and schedule. At quarterly meetings between 

the prime contractor and the Z3YFEGUAD.D System Command, the overall 



produceion progress is reviewed and any negative variances are 

analyzed for corrective measures. 

WC reviewed the performance measurement systems at two of the 

prime contractors’ facilities and found, except for technical progress, 

that the information provided to the SAFEGUARD System Command generally 

depicted the progress of work completed against that which was expected 

to be eompletcd for the same amount of time and resources expended. 

Although the systems did not provide for the routine reporting of 

technical progress, technical problems which impact cost or schedule 

are reflected in the reports and are assessed on an exception basis. 

Ar: the production coneractor’s facilities we found that the 

contract work breakdown structure was properly integrated with the 

contractor’s internal management: control system. The integrated 

system was structured to define tasks to be performed; provide2 for 

assignment of organizational responsibility at each level of the I.. 
work breakdown structure; established time-phased cost and schedule 

baselimes for authorized work; provided for the accumulation of actual 

costs Iqq work packages and organizational elements; allowed for 

compar5son of work accomplished with that planned; and provided controls 

over &anges to cost and schedule baselines. 

AX.most 3 years were spent in attempting to apply the criteria to 

the development effort, but the responsible contractor strongly opposed 

making any major changes in its internal management system because of 

the disruptive effect on its operations. Consequently, the datz reportxd 

by its m?nncemcnt control system c?nnoi be completely intccrxtpd in the 
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TecknYcpe for integrating cost, 
sche&xle9 arid tochnicnl performance 

Plans call for the completion of a computerized system which 

wi.lH serve as a central data bank for collecting, integrating, and 

reporting of cost, schedule, and technical performance data by the 
_ I. 

project work breakdown structure for the total SAFEGUARD program. 

A mo~nitor has been appointed for each of the major subsystems to 

assure that this data is available and relatable to at least the 

secoxxd level of the work breakdown structure. Prior to this time, 

no single Individual was responsible for integration of the data 

from the development, production, site activation, and other functional 

A management information center is being completed where program 

cost * schedule, and technical performance data will be summarized and 

displayed for review by the SystemManager and the various agencies re- 

spoxznible for conducting the program. Plans also call far the preparation 

of a cost performance report which will integrate and provide an overall 

assessment of the progress of the program in terms of cost, schedule, 

and &ech~lical performance. At the time of our review, however, the con- 

ten% and format of the report had not been determined. 

One crucial problem area which has not been resolved concerns the 

integration of technical performance into this system. The performance/ 

deszgn specifications can be related to the third level of the project 

work breakdown structure, but at the time of our review, there was not 

an averall report showing the technical progress being made against 

these goa 1s. StWECUARD System Office officials told us, however, that 

the?g were in the process of devising a means ta relate cost and schedule 

to &echnical parf ormance goals. 



Before the above discussed actions were taken, the System Manager 

was provided a vast amount of status data through reports and briefings. 

We examined the more important status reports and briefings identified . . 

for us by SAFEGUAPD management. The data in these documents contained 

valuable information on the program, but, for the most part, emphasized 

the management by exception technique and did not provide the System 

Manager with progress assessment data concerning how well any element 

of the program was progressing in terms of previously assigned cost, ., 

schedule, and technical performance goals. Also, cost, schedule, and 

technical data were generally reported as separate entities rather than 

. being integrated for progress measurement purposes. 

I  

SAFEGUARD System Office officials told us that actions are being 

taken to implement a progress measurement system for the Site Defense 

program which was initiated in fiscal year 1971 to augment SAFEGUARD. 

They stated that some of the problems encountered in establishing a 

performance measurement system for the SAFEGUARD program would not be 

encountered on the Site Defense program because it is smaller and less 

complicated and implementation actions were initiated at the start of 

the program. Managentent of the Site Defense program will use the 

existing SAFEGUARD management control systems and procedures. 

~-=m 
CONCLUSIONS AXD RECONXEKDATIONS -2, ,"-w L .dJ Y.-y* 4::: 

>a 
Although a considersble amount of status data is provided to (r-=3 CL: b 

the SAFEGUARD System 3annger through various reporting media, 
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TEST MODEL FOR ACQ’JSITIOM CYCLE 

CONCEPT FORMULATION 
VALIDATION AND 

RATIFICATION 
FULL SCALE 

DFVEL@?!,‘E*a - ----_-_ 

PRODUCTION 
INITIAL FULL SCALE -- -.-- 

DETERMINE WHETHER: 

DEVELOPER &t CONTRACTOR b. DEVELOPER ki CONTRACTOR A 

CONTRACTORO DEVELOPER 3 USER 0 DEVELOPER’ 0 

USER 63 USER 0 * CONTR4CTOR 6 USER 0 

USER A 

DEVELOPER i) 

COHTRACTOR 8 

BPSli TESTING ---. - 
CA 1 ! I,‘.ORIES- ENCINEERIHG TESTING F 
--_--- 4 ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

r-me- OPERATIONAL SUJYAJJ!LJlY TESTJNG c 



SAFEGUARD TESTING PHASES A.F?D CATEGORIES 

Development Phase: 

Development Acceptance Tests l 
These tests are those necessary to develop the system hardware and 
software and to furnish data for establishing confidence that the 
subsequent deployment can meet design objectives, 

Production Phase: 

Product Quality Assurance Tests 2 
These are tests and inspections for quality assurance of hardware 
produced under the production contract. These tests and inspections 
are performed at the factory to assure the quality of a specific 
hardware item or a specific lot of an item. 

Production Verification Tests 2 
These tests are performed on samples of the production output in order 
to determine whether the productio I? environment has degraded the 
characteristics designed into the product. Included in this category 
is the testing required to qualify new producers or new manufacturing 
processes. I.. 

Maintenance Evaluation Tests 2 
These tests are to determine the adequacy of procedures, tools, test 
equipment, and personnel skills required to maintain and operate the 
deployed system. 

Site Activation Phase: 

Technical Verification Tests 2 
These tests on demonstrations are accomplished on-site to fulfill 
requirements to demonstrate that installed hardware, software, 
technical. facilities, and support facilities meet specifications. 
Within each test program under this category, selected tests 
designated as Contractor Demonstration Tests wilf be monitored in 
detail as part of the Government acceptance of the system. 

1 Engineering testing 

2 Acceptance testing 



APPENDIX III 

Operational Acceptance Tests. 1 
The user determines by these tests that military personnel can operate 
the SAFEGUARD system and that the system performs at a specified level 
for an extended period of time. These tests will be used to determine 
the satisfactory interface of hardware, software, personnel, communica- 
tions, procedures, logistics, and facilities. 

Uperational Phase: 

Performance Verification Tests 1 
These tests are for verifying the continued operational capability 
of the SAFEGUARD system during its lifetime. In these tests, the 
system, complexes, and sites will be operated under tactical condi- 
tions using simulated threats provided by computer programs and 
satellites of opportunity. 

Service Life Evaluation Tests 1 
These tests art? to verify projected equipment lift: and to detect 
degradation trends as the basis for decisions on subsequent production 
and modification efforts to maintain system effectiveness. Several 
Government activities will conduct these tests. 

1 Operational suitability testing 



APPENDIX IV 

(AS OF APRIL 1972) 
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